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Quick Facts
Summary
The SAP® BusinessObjects™ Supply
Chain Performance Management analytic
application helps you track performance,
diagnose bottlenecks, assess risks, and
uncover new opportunities. While gaining
complete visibility into supply chain performance, you can use the application –
which complies with leading industry
standards such as the Supply Chain
Operations Reference model – to define
operational dependencies. You’ll benefit
from reduced costs, increased working
capital, and greater customer loyalty.

Business Challenges
•• Identify potential supply chain problems and risks
•• Respond effectively to near- and longterm supply chain trends
•• Create competitive advantage
Key Features
•• Single data repository – Gain insight
based on data in one complete
repository
•• Root cause analysis – Understand
disruptions and make corrections
based on impact analysis
•• Alerts – Identify deviations based on
trends, plan-versus-actual comparisons, and benchmarks
•• Support for key business scenarios –
Automate demand and supply planning, manufacturing network planning
and execution, and logistics and fulfillment management
•• Preconfigured key performance
indicators – Gain total supply chain
visibility

•• Intuitive user interface – Accelerate
learning curves and provide a positive
user experience
•• Closed-loop collaboration – Track
and monitor progress on action plans
•• Integration with the SAP
BusinessObjects Risk Management
application – Understand risks in the
supply chain
Business Benefits
•• Improve customer service by eliminating supply chain bottlenecks
•• Reduce cycle times and accelerate
problem resolution through identifying and resolving problems
•• Mitigate supply chain risks by monitoring and managing performance
metrics
For More Information
Call your SAP representative, or visit us
online at www.sap.com/scpm.

“What impressed me was that the customer insisted on adopting standard, out-of-the-box technology for implementing SAP BusinessObjects
Supply Chain Performance Management and managed to do so within
the existing SAP NetWeaver BW environment. With 12 years of experience with SAP technologies, the customer was pleasantly surprised
that this application worked right out of the box.”
Bob Ferrari, Managing Director, The Ferrari Consulting and Research Group LLC

The Goal: Increase Supply Chain
Efficiency While Reducing Risk
How is your business adapting its supply chain in response to
trends such as increased globalization? Are you struggling with
increasing volatility in demand and commodity costs? Do you
face complex new regulatory requirements? Given the growing
dependency of businesses on suppliers and other partners, are
you able to proactively identify and manage risk?

The fact is, the modern supply chain is
incredibly complex. To maximize competitive advantage, you must have comprehensive visibility into supply chain
performance, as well as the flexibility to
respond rapidly to disruptions and risks.
At the same time, you need ways to identify and adapt to emerging supply chain
trends.
There is no shortage of data to give
you this visibility and control. However,
much of this critical information may be
buried within your enterprise systems
and dispersed across multiple documents, system records, and databases.
You may not even know what data you
need to make crucial decisions. Your
supply chain metrics may also lack formal definitions and standards common
in finance and other areas of your business. In addition, it’s likely that neither
your business managers nor your IT
department has the time to create the
modern and flexible information architecture your enterprise requires to
address its evolving supply chain needs.
These demands underscore the importance of having the right software tools
in place for aggregating and analyzing
data, managing risk, and improving performance. Ideally, these tools help supply
chain managers align their methodologies and processes with their company’s
key business strategies, as well as provide visibility into cause-and-effect relationships among operational metrics
across supply chain processes.

Measuring the Right Standards
and Metrics: Essential to
Success
To proactively manage the overall performance of your supply chain, you need
to know more than your inventory positions, delivery dates, and fill rates. You
must also understand the impact of supply chain changes on total cost or cash
flow and optimize supply chain effectiveness for better corporate results. This
requires end-to-end visibility into factors
that drive performance – such as cashto-cash cycle time, overall supply chain
cost, or perfect order fulfillment. Imagine
having:
•• Full visibility into supply chain processes – from start to finish – through
a hierarchy of key performance indicators (KPIs)
•• Insight into how these metrics relate
to each other
•• A way to measure performance and
risk at the same time
•• Tools to plan for potential near-term
disruptions and long-term supply
chain trends, as well as to proactively
respond to risks
With clearly defined and documented
metrics that are associated with specific
individuals in your supply chain network,
you can foster a heightened level of
accountability – a key requirement for
strategy-aligned supply chain execution.
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SAP® Software Optimizes Supply Chain
Performance Management
SAP addresses these challenges
and requirements with the SAP®
BusinessObjects™ Supply Chain
Performance Management analytic
application. Based on the Supply Chain
Operations Reference (SCOR) model,
SAP BusinessObjects Supply Chain
Performance Management leverages
cross-industry best practices for supply
chain management to give you greater
control over business outcomes. It integrates smoothly with the SAP Supply
Chain Management application, the
SAP BusinessObjects Risk Management
application, and the SAP BusinessObjects
Business Intelligence (BI) platform to
give you:
•• Risk management integration
•• Integrated supply chain visibility, monitoring, and analysis
•• What-if analysis of diverse scenarios
•• Alerts
•• Automated data collection
•• An intuitive interface designed for ease
of use
In addition, leveraging new support for
closed-loop collaboration, you can initiate
tasks, assign owners, set alerts based on
predefined thresholds, and monitor the
execution of tasks assigned to address

issues. This not only allows you to take
swifter action to address poor supply
chain performance, but it also enhances
accountability. Leveraging the diverse
functionality of SAP BusinessObjects
Supply Chain Performance Management,
you can measurably improve the effectiveness of supply chain operations. At
the same time, you can better deliver on
corporate mandates, such as lowering
costs and improving return on working
capital.
Packaged for a Smooth, Rapid
Deployment
Because it’s available as a rapid-deployment
solution, SAP BusinessObjects Supply
Chain Performance Management can be
up and running for your organization in
a matter of weeks – all according to an
affordable, fixed-scope agreement. You
get preconfigured software complete with
powerful analytics for a rapid return on
investment. SAP Consulting performs the
implementation according to a preapproved, up-front deployment plan that
clarifies cost and scope issues – taking
the risk and guesswork out of your project
and helping to get you started as quickly
as possible.

SAP BusinessObjects Supply Chain Performance Management helps you track performance, diagnose bottlenecks, assess risks, and uncover new opportunities.

Integrated Functionality That Leverages
Trusted, Centralized Data
Risk Management Integration

Comprehensive Supply Chain
Visibility, Monitoring, and
Analysis

such as order to cash, as well as performance metrics such as shipment reliability, perfect-order fulfillment, or supply
chain cost (see Figure 1). The software
also makes it easier to understand the
underlying factors impacting supply
chain performance, such as production
cycle times, order backlogs, and warehouse costs, along with the correlations
and interdependencies between these
factors.
Armed with greater visibility, you can
take immediate, informed actions that
yield short-term benefits – for example, by
adjusting batch sizes to compensate for
fuel cost increases. And longer term, you
can also improve supply chain effectiveness, responsiveness, and performance.
Enhanced supply chain performance will
in turn improve financial performance by
reducing costs, increasing working capital,
and strengthening customer loyalty.

SAP BusinessObjects Supply Chain
Performance Management provides full
visibility into supply chain processes

Focus on Metrics That Matter
SAP BusinessObjects Supply Chain
Performance Management helps you

SAP BusinessObjects Supply Chain
Performance Management improves visibility and reduces risk by aligning your
supply chain objectives with risks you
identify in SAP BusinessObjects Risk
Management. The applications work in
harmony so you can understand the
risks of poor supply chain performance,
as well as track and analyze supply chain
performance metrics using a scorecard.
To accelerate time to value, SAP
BusinessObjects Risk Management provides prebuilt key risk indicators for your
industry as a part of the solution, which
can be incorporated into your supply
chain performance view.

Figure 1: Full Visibility into Supply Chain Processes
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identify and monitor the metrics that
really matter for your organization (see
Figure 2). At the enterprise level, these
might be perfect-order fulfillment rate,
forecast accuracy, or supply chain cost.
At the department level, key metrics may
include on-time delivery by suppliers,
plant utilization, or order cycle time.
The prebuilt metrics architecture
within the application is based on the
SCOR model and other industry standards frameworks, yet it is flexible
enough to meet your requirements.
Metrics are defined, documented, and
associated with specific individuals
within your supply chain network. This
fosters accountability – a key premise for
strategy-aligned supply chain execution.
In the end, the right metrics drive individual behavior, and behavior drives enterprise performance. And when it comes
time to upgrade, the metrics you’ve
defined will still be intact.
Benchmark Your Performance
To benchmark the performance of your
supply chain, sign up with the SAP Value

Figure 2: Monitor Key Metrics with Ease

Engineering group to anonymously share
your supply chain performance data, and
compare your KPIs with those of similar
companies. Participation is free.
Automated Data Collection
from ERP Systems
You have vital data in enterprise systems
generated by your operational processes.
The challenge is accessing this information so you can accurately measure supply chain performance, proactively
identify opportunities and bottlenecks,
and improve supply chain effectiveness.
SAP BusinessObjects Supply Chain
Performance Management addresses
these challenges by uncovering hidden
information from enterprise systems by
retrieving relevant pieces of information
across supply chain management and
related financial processes. The application then automatically calculates the
resulting metrics, providing you with a
full picture of supply chain performance
across integrated business processes.
For detailed analysis, you can even drill

down into operational detail in the underlying enterprise resource planning system to display, for example, a sales order
that had to be delivered via express
shipment.
This automated data collection and
analysis is delivered at a fraction of the
cost and with considerably less IT project
risk than that associated with traditional
custom-built solutions. And because
the data is based on reliable sources
(through built-in integration with SAP
transactional software, for instance),
you can be confident in its accuracy and
relevance. Various business scenarios are
supported, such as collaborative demand
and supply planning, manufacturing network planning and execution, and logistics and fulfillment management.
Gain Business Agility and
Information Integrity
With change being the only constant
today, you must adjust enterprise strategies and tactics more frequently than in
the past. SAP BusinessObjects Supply
Chain Performance Management provides visibility into performance metrics
across the supply chain, together with
impact and root cause analysis that can
help customers measurably improve the
effectiveness of their supply chain operations and better deliver on corporate
mandates, such as lowering costs and
improving return on working capital.
Business users can define new metrics
(see Figure 3), adjust threshold values,
and customize dashboard views – without draining scarce IT resources. If the
impact of fuel costs on transportation
costs declines with the introduction of
hybrid vehicles, for example, the application can immediately reflect those
changes. Business users can change
relationships and definitions for KPIs
and immediately see the results of those
changes. It is also possible to change
scorecard contexts as the supply chain
strategy evolves – for example, moving

from a geographical orientation to a category orientation. As business requirements and metrics architectures evolve,
the data structures built into the application assure information integrity without
expensive project rework.
Proactive Diagnostics
In a dynamic marketplace, how do you
set the right target values for your supply
chain strategy? How do you handle transportation costs that rise to unacceptable
levels? Supply chain practitioners must
often choose among competing requirements, understand why programs fail,
and identify potential problems quickly.
SAP BusinessObjects Supply Chain
Performance Management can help by
supporting what-if analysis, scenario
modeling, and alerts.
What-If Analysis and Scenario Modeling
With SAP BusinessObjects Supply Chain
Performance Management, you can perform what-if analysis, testing different
scenarios to model, understand, and

evaluate the impact of various supply
chain variables and causal parameters
on other dependent KPIs and objectives.
For example, if you work for a manufacturing company, you can run scenarios
to answer questions such as, “How will
specific service improvements made to
increase our perfect-order fulfillment
rate affect operational costs?”
After comparing predicted outcomes
based on various scenarios, you can evaluate and execute supply chain changes
and strategies more effectively. You can
also uncover interdependencies across
your supply chain network. The software
supports impact analysis to help you
qualify relationships between supply
chain metrics. You can tie back performance issues (such as increase in overall
transportation cost) to functional issues
(such as an increase in fuel cost by a certain carrier or an increase in express
freights for a certain region). This makes it
possible to identify possible root causes
for breakdowns or potential bottlenecks
and enables better decision making that
improves business outcomes.

Figure 3: Empower IT with Transparency into IT Operations

Alerts Regarding Deviations
from Performance Targets
Today’s supply chain managers and
executives are busy people who need
to manage by exception. With SAP
BusinessObjects Supply Chain Performance Management, they can. Deviations
are indicated via alerts, and interdependencies across metrics are clearly marked.
You’ll not only know when issues arise
but also gain insights into the underlying
operational drivers – and their possible
resolution – by analyzing interdependencies across the supply chain network.
The software also provides up-to-date
information on current supply chain
metrics and alerts based on historical
trend analysis, plan-versus-actual comparisons, and internal or external benchmarking comparisons.
An Enhanced User Interface
The latest release of SAP BusinessObjects
Supply Chain Performance Management
offers an enhanced user interface that
includes new features such as:
•• The use of a personalized landing
page that gives users a single view of
the enterprise from their own perspective, including relevant metrics, alerts,
actions required for closed-loop collaboration, and more
•• Tighter integration with SAP
BusinessObjects business intelligence solutions and governance,
risk, and compliance (GRC) solutions
that you may deploy over time. This
integration makes it easier to move
between applications and to adopt
new ones, because the user interfaces
are harmonized.
We’ve also made it possible to consume
data from SAP BusinessObjects Supply
Chain Performance Management and
perform complementary, basic reporting
and analysis using your existing business
intelligence solutions from SAP.
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Key Benefits
SAP BusinessObjects Supply Chain Performance Management is already helping a variety of best-in-class companies
in different industries maximize the
power of their supply chain data to proactively identify new opportunities and
minimize future bottlenecks and risks.
With this application, you gain:
•• Insight into operational and related
financial performance, while complying with performance management
standards and leveraging standardsbased, end-to-end process support
•• Relevant and timely information with
automated data collection derived
from actual business processes
•• Full understanding of operational drivers, opportunity discovery, and timely
awareness of deviations from performance targets, thanks to proactive
diagnostics
•• Ability to react more quickly to problems and risks by understanding risks
in the supply chain
•• Reduced cycle times through faster
identification and resolution of
problems

SAP BusinessObjects Supply Chain Performance
Management helps IT stay in control and react swiftly
to changing market requirements – without lengthy
project change requests.

Analytic Applications Improve
Effectiveness and Control
SAP BusinessObjects Supply Chain
Performance Management is comprehensive software that helps your company
capitalize on the value of your existing
data assets. These applications work with
a variety of data sources and IT environments and are preconfigured with content specific to your industry or line of
business, enabling rapid time to value.
You’ll benefit from processes customized
for your unique industry challenges – and
be able to manage everything from regulatory compliance and forecasting to service delivery and daily monitoring of KPIs.
The applications are built on a proven
intelligence platform and are designed
to integrate smoothly with SAP Business
Suite software, SAP BusinessObjects
GRC solutions, SAP BusinessObjects
enterprise information management solutions, and SAP BusinessObjects BI solutions. This lets you maximize business
profitability, manage risk and compliance,
and optimize your corporate systems,
people, and processes.

Learn More
The SAP® BusinessObjects™ Supply Chain
Performance Management analytic application
can help your organization identify supply chain
disruptions, respond effectively to new trends,
and stand out from its peers. For more details,
call your SAP representative or visit us on the
Web at www.sap.com/scpm.

Because it’s available as a rapid-deployment solution,
SAP BusinessObjects Supply Chain Performance
Management can be up and running for your organization in a matter of weeks – all according to an affordable,
fixed-scope agreement.
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